PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2019
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 1-300 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 2 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

[Handwritten notes]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 3-100+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
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PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 4 Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO CHANGES
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #33
FLUSH #5-200+paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 1-2-3-4 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
3-4 no motion w/1/2
1-4 all out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 6-200 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

5/11/50
2/5 6/1550
2/1 6 5
2/0 6 5
10 5 + 0
5
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 7-100 ?aper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

---

---

---

---

---
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 8-200-paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 5, 6, 7 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

5, 6, 7 out!

5, 6, 7 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 9 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 10 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

9/8 9/18
10' 10'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  
6-19-2012

TEST RUN #  
33

FLUSH #  
Il-Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 8, 9, 10 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

10 has 8-19 in motion to go out!

8, 9, 10 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 12-200 рублей

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 13 - Paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 15 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 11/12/13 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

LINE IN MOTION TO GO

11, 12, 13 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 15 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIAL LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

14 + 15 out

14, 15 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 17 - 100+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 16 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

16 out!

16 out!

16 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 18-300gr Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 17 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:


PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2017
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 19- DRAFT ONLY

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

17 18 u

10'

7 18.5°

5 19.7°
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 20 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 21.200+Apper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

18-20 in SLOW CRAWL out.

____________________________________________________________________

27-0 31 mins
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33

FLUSH #: 22-260 FIPER

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO CHANGE
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 23 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 24 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 18, 19, 20 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

18, 19, 20 out!

18, 19, 20 out!

18, 19, 20 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 23
FLUSH # 25 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO CHANGES

[Handwritten notes]

[Handwritten notes]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 26-100

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS.
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 27 - 200 ft. per

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 28 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

V NO CHANGES

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW:

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 21-27 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

2/11/10 motion to go out!

-----

2/25/27
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 30 - 100 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE  6-19-2012
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH #  31 - 300 + Upper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 28 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

28 out!

V NO CHANGE

28, out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 32 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 29 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

29 out!

31 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-12-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 33 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

# 33 TO 108

# 33 TO 32

# 33 TO 32
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-19-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 34 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 30-33 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
30 31 32 33 out!

30, 31, 32, 33, 34 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 35 - 200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

120'
110'
100'
90'
80'
70'
60'
50'
40'
30'
20'
10'

35 Miss
35 Miss
35 Miss
35 Miss
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-30-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 36 - 200 ml paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________________
OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-30-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 37 - Proper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

31/35 SHOW CAUX OUT, 36 M/PA

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2017
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH #  38 - 300psi

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 34, 35 OUT!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

34, 35 OUT!

38 misuse 4p
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 39 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\[ \checkmark \] No changes

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 40 - 100g Peeper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

36 - 37 38 - 39 Lines in Motion
70 85' mark
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 41 - paperOnly

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 42-160mm Paner

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 43 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 36, 41 OUT!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ Slow crawl down & out!
PERC DRAINLNE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 44 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 42, 43 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

42, 43 out!

42, 43 out!

42, 43 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 45-300+ Piper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Show progression of solid media injections in apparatus by drawing their location on the illustration — OK to group media injections
2. List injections of solid media that exit the apparatus below

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 44 OUT

OTHER OBSERVATIONS/COMMENTS:

44 OUT

44 OUT

44 OUT
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 06-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 46 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 47 - 200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 48 - 100 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SMALL PLUG @ 76' mark!

1. No changes

____________________
____________________
____________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 49 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

45/48 in motion to 80' more

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

8' 12' 14' 16' 18' 20' 22' 24' 26' 28' 30' 32' 34' 36' 38' 40' 42' 44' 46' 48' 50' 52' 54' 56' 58' 60' 62' 64' 66' 68' 70' 72' 74' 76' 78' 80' 82' 84' 86' 88' 90' 92' 94' 96' 98' 100' 102' 104' 106' 108' 110' 112' 114' 116' 118' 120' 122' 124' 126' 128' 130' 132' 134' 136' 138' 140' 142' 144' 146' 148' 150' 152' 154' 156' 158' 160' 162' 164' 166' 168' 170' 172' 174' 176' 178' 180' 182' 184' 186' 188' 190' 192' 194' 196' 198' 200' 202' 204' 206' 208' 210' 212' 214' 216' 218' 220' 222' 224' 226' 228' 230' 232' 234' 236' 238' 240' 242' 244' 246' 248' 250' 252' 254' 256' 258' 260' 262' 264' 266' 268' 270' 272' 274' 276' 278' 280' 282' 284' 286' 288' 290' 292' 294' 296' 298' 300' 302' 304' 306' 308' 310' 312' 314' 316' 318' 320' 322' 324' 326' 328' 330' 332' 334' 336' 338' 340' 342' 344' 346' 348' 350' 352' 354' 356' 358' 360' 362' 364' 366' 368' 370' 372' 374' 376' 378' 380' 382' 384' 386' 388' 390' 392' 394' 396' 398' 400' 402' 404' 406' 408' 410' 412' 414' 416' 418' 420' 422' 424' 426' 428' 430' 432' 434' 436' 438' 440' 442' 444' 446' 448' 450' 452' 454' 456' 458' 460' 462' 464' 466' 468' 470' 472' 474' 476' 478' 480' 482' 484' 486' 488' 490' 492' 494' 496' 498' 500' 502' 504' 506' 508' 510' 512' 514' 516' 518' 520' 522' 524' 526' 528' 530' 532' 534' 536' 538' 540' 542' 544' 546' 548' 550' 552' 554' 556' 558' 560' 562' 564' 566' 568' 570' 572' 574' 576' 578' 580' 582' 584' 586' 588' 590' 592' 594' 596' 598' 600' 602' 604' 606' 608' 610' 612' 614' 616' 618' 620' 622' 624' 626' 628' 630' 632' 634' 636' 638' 640' 642' 644' 646' 648' 650' 652' 654' 656' 658' 660' 662' 664' 666' 668' 670' 672' 674' 676' 678' 680' 682' 684' 686' 688' 690' 692' 694' 696' 698' 700' 702' 704' 706' 708' 710' 712' 714' 716' 718' 720' 722' 724' 726' 728' 730' 732' 734' 736' 738' 740' 742' 744' 746' 748' 750' 752' 754' 756' 758' 760' 762' 764' 766' 768' 770' 772' 774' 776' 778' 780' 782' 784' 786' 788' 790' 792'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH #  50 - 200+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

[Checkmark]  NO CARNACR

____________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  01-20-2012
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH #  51 - 300 t-paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:__________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH # 52 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\[ \checkmark \text{ No Changes} \]

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 53 - 100' Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-30-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 54 - 300 rPaper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION—OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Small Plug Forming @ 65' + 85'

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 55 - Pepper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\[\text{NO CHANGES}\]

\[\text{5/1}\]

\[\text{5/3}\]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-20-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 56 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 45

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
LINE IN MOTION
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 83
FLUSH # 57 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 58-300 t/paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 45-49, 50-57 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

45-57 out! 45-57 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH #  59 - 100 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-20-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 60 - 300 v per sec

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20  2012
TEST RUN # 32
FLUSH # 61 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

58/59 70/13
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 62- Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20212
TEST RUN #33
FLUSH #63 Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

58-LZ IN MOTION TO CORNER + MOVE TO 83' MARK!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 64 - 200+ ppm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 65-300+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-19-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # C6 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

√ NO CHANGE

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 56
FLUSH # 67 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN #  33
FLUSH #  68-200 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

- Small plug & slugs forming 2
- 84 marble rings 38-67
- No charge
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 69 - Paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 70-300+piper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 71 - 200 Diper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SUPER SUG / Aug 58/68
84 hr

______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 72 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

NO CHANGE 58/68 -

8/71

71/6
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 73-300+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Secondary Plug Entry @ 35' mark 60'
No Changes
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 74 - 300 + copper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO CHANGES

____________________

____________________

____________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH #: 75 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\[ \text{Very slow crawl to 87 mark!} \]

Other observations...

Other observations...

Other observations...

Other observations...
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 76 - 160 + Upper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

NEW SMALL Plug/Slug @ 38’ mark

V No change

10’

76’ AP

10’

75’ AP

10’

76’ AP

10’

75’ AP

10’

76’ AP

10’

75’ AP

10’

76’ AP
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 77 - 100 ft proper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: _______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

69/76 becoming very compact stuff

√ NO CHANGES
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 78 - 300 H.paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

V. NO CHANGE

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-30-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 79 - 200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ SLIGHT MOVEMENT TO 90' MARK!
✓ NO CHANGE
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 80 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 81 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ No Change

__________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2017
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 82-100

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

130'
120'
110'
100'
90'
80'
70'
60'
50'
40'
30'
20'
10'
8'
5'
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-26/12
TEST RUN # 33

FLUSH # 83-100 ft per

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

58-60 id motion to 100' more,
1/8/13 no change
58'w same slow crawl
83 D - 100' miss
83 P
83 P

[Diagram with annotations]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 84-100 chopper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 58, 60 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

58-60 out.

84 7/11/80

58, 59, 60 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 85-100

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
flush # 86

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
drawing their location on the illustration - ok to group
MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

slow crawl out 08-21


PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-20-2012

TEST RUN #: 83

FLUSH #: 87 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

- 69-73 Id motion
- 61-64 out
- 65-68 out
- 81-84 out

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 88 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

(Handwritten notes and numbers are present in various locations on the diagram.)
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-20-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 89 - 300 ft./min

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

compressed air supply @ 50'
74/89
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 4-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 90 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

SLOW CRAWL BOLT SINGS!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 91 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

74-89 in motion to 68 mark
No change
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-20-2012
TEST RUN #: 33
FLUSH #: 92 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
SLOW CRAWL #8 - 8%90 SUG AT 0
90' marker!

_________________________________________

_________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-20-2012
TEST RUN #  33

FLUSH #  93-300 paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 94-1000 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Show progression of solid media injections in apparatus by drawing their location on the illustration – ok to group media injections
2. List injections of solid media that exit the apparatus below

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

130'
120'
110'
100'
90'
80'
73'/72'
71'
60'
50'
40'
38'
30'
20'
8'
10'
8'/87/88/89/90/91/92/93
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 95-2001 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 96 - 300 + POP

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN # 33
FLUSH # 97-200

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

MOVE UP ON LINES TO 89' MARK!

YES NO CHANGE

10' 97% 85
110' 340 96
20' 96
40'

30'
50'
60'
80'
90'
100'
120'
130'

47' 97% 

PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-20-2012
TEST RUN #33
FLUSH # 98 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ___________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________
__________________________
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW
MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 69 - 74 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

69 - 74 out!